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1

Abstract:

Most businesses appreciate the value of protecting their intellectual property, either by patents, or by trademarks and
copyrights. Patent information plays an essential role in the global economy. Patents filed are converted into
electronic data and validated for various business rules. This information database is used by the global audience.
Wrong patent data results in loss of information which in turn leads to loss of business. So a patent has to be
validated for compliance to the business rules in the precise format.
The challenges ahead for patent testing are the three big Vs of Big Data which holds true for this too.


Volumes of data to be validated



Velocity of the data validation with a short turnaround time



Variety of Classification schemes that has to be rightly applied in validation

This white paper brings out the validation framework developed with an insight to eliminate the challenges in patent
testing. It is designed to handle high volumes of data in various categories to be validated within a shorter duration.
This patent data validation framework is updated regularly with the changes in rules so that it is always in a ready to
deploy mode to take up the high volume data. The solution will automatically test the e-converted output and review
XML content to ensure schema compliance and accuracy of tagging with a shorter turnaround time which is the need
of the industry. The Patent Data Validation Framework for patent testing will make way for right, reliable,
regularized, flawless electronic information of the registered patents.
The key takeaways are:

2



Business value created by Patent testing



ROI by earlier error detection



Structural Framework for validation



Importance of standardized techniques for protecting the intellectual property



Effective testing producing flawless data



Testing insight brought into the intellectual property

Patents – An Inside Story

Intellectual property is a legal concept that makes the owner or the inventor to enjoy a monopoly or exclusive rights
on various aspects like musical, literary and artistic works, discoveries and inventions, and even words, logos,
phrases, symbols and designs, for a specific period of time. The various intellectual property rights include patents,
copyrights, trademarks, industrial design, geographic indication and also some trade secrets.
Our focus is on the patents, as the patent databases available, which are relatively new, have greatly enhanced the
opportunity to systematically retrieve data on a large scale. Patents are an objective measure of R&D activities
because a patent will be examined and eventually granted by the patent office. Further, a large amount of
technological information is contained in patents; they are classified according to standardized schemes, e.g. the
international patent classification (IPC) which facilitates the detailed analysis of specific technological aspects. In
comparison with other information sources, patents are often considered to be the best source for the timely
recognition of technological changes.

Indium Software | www.indiumsoft.com
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Patent information can be used in three important areas of technology management.
1.

Analyzing patent information provides relevant information about the competitors’ R&D strategies and
helps to assess the competitive potential of technologies.

2.

Identify and assess options for the external generation of technological knowledge.

3.

Storing relevant knowledge as a core element of knowledge management and as a tool for human resource
management in R&D.

Some important questions of technology management addressed in this context include:


How relevant knowledge can be made available to recipients in the organization?



How can lead inventors in a specific technological field be found?



How is it possible to ensure that leading inventors remain in the acquired firm?

For these reasons, patent data must be treated as a strategic information source, which contributes important
information to the effective and efficient management of technology.
The process of filing, granting and the extent of validity of the exclusive rights greatly vary from country to country.
Globally high number of patent applications reveals that a vast amount of information is available for use in the area
of technology management. The patent applications filed and the patents granted are converted into electronic data
(XML tagging) and utilized for various businesses as well as for academic purposes. Eventually millions of raw data
gets converted into electronic data. The e-converted patents have to be validated for various business rules before
they populate the database.
Patent information database are used by global audiences. The retrieval of significant intelligence from this wealth of
data from factually millions of documents maintained by the patent offices worldwide becomes the challenge. The
categories of users vary from inventors, scientists, patent attorneys, researchers, technical information specialists,
multinational organizations and small/medium level organizations that create a market share for the deserving
invention and equally contribute to the economic benefits. Wrong patent data results in loss of information which
results in loss of business. So the patent has to be validated for compliance to meet the business rules in a precise
format.

2.1

Patent Validations

Patent validations are a back end process which happens before the registered patent information becomes available
in the global database. Universally, the filed patents are converted into electronic data (XML tagging) which has an
automatic conversion process. The validations are critical as the information in the files are context sensitive and to
be done in a secured environment.

2.2

Characteristics of Patent Data

Patent data is a structured data and has the following characteristics:


Volumes of patent data to be processed is on a larger scale in Gigabytes



Velocity of the data validation to be done with a short turnaround time



Classification schemas that has to rightly applied in patent validation



Highly secured environment due to sensitivity of data



Zero Defect leakage into production

Indium Software | www.indiumsoft.com
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3

Creation of the knowledge base

Let’s have a quick look at how this knowledge base is created.

File
• Filing of
patents

E-Convert
• Electronic
Conversion of
patent files

Test
• Validation of
the business
rules

Append
• Addition to
the database
• Weekly
updates

Focus area of this paper

4

The Requirement

What is the actual requirement of patent testing? We have to validate the various business rules continuously even
for a single update in the patent xml files. The typical requirement we have been validation in our project is as
follows :
Requirement
Business Rules validation
Delivery Frequency
Daily / Weekly
Volume
Daily - 20,000–40,000 files
Weekly - 2.5 to 3 lac files
Patent testing is functional testing to ensure if the business rules of patents are correctly enforced. A typical
patent data as displayed in the Google Patents tab is shared.

<!DOCTYPE us-patent-grant SYSTEM "uspatent-grant-v44-2013-05-16.dtd" [ ]>
<us-patent-grant lang="EN" dtdversion="v4.4 2013-05-16"
file="USPP023592-20130514.XML"
status="PRODUCTION" id="us-patentgrant" country="US" dateproduced="20130524" datepubl="20130514">
<us-bibliographic-data-grant>
<publication-reference>
<kind>P2</kind>
<document-id>
<country>US</country>
<doc-number>PP023592</doc-number>
<date>20130514</date>
</document-id>
4.1 What are the Business Rules?
</publication-reference>
<application-reference
file gives arise to lot ofappl-type="plant">
errors. The xml tagging in
Automated tools employed in the e-conversion of patents into xml
<document-id>
a patent should comply with the DTD (Data Type Definition). Also, these machine converted xml files have to be
<country>US</country>
<classification-ipcr>
Indium Software | www.indiumsoft.com
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validated to meet the business rules for PAN, PNO, IPC, IPCR in a precise format, conformance of titles and
abstracts, tagging etc. which should be done within a short turnaround time ( in hours) to the format universally
accepted. These rules also dependent on the category of patents classified according to the international standards.
The validations are critical as the information in the files are context sensitive and to be done in a secured
environment. A defect missed in the above validations results in the loss of revenue and loss of business to the
inventor. A stringent validation strategy has to be applied to be compliant with the business rules. But this is limited
by a lot of challenges.

Patent Testing – A Checklist

4.2

In the present testing scenario, checklists are crucial to ensure 100% test coverage of the requirements. Patent testing
is a backend functional testing to ensure if the business rules of patents are correctly enforced into the patent xml
files. With the patent testing performed currently, we have evolved with a patent testing business rules checklist
which is as given below based on international standard or standard followed by WIPO.


Kind code Tag – Kind codes should be unique and in the predefined format for e.g. A or A1 for published
patent applications, B or B1 for registered patents, etc. US 7,680,902-A1.



PNO Tag – Patent Application Number should be unique and in the prescribed format, for e.g. it is usually
represented with the country code in 8 or 10 digit number like US 7,680,902-A1, WO20132001534-A2 etc.



IPC & IPCR tag – International Patent Classification code as defined by the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) standard ST.8



New XML tags – Any new tag that is not present in the DTD – Data type definition



Title Abstract mismatches – Mismatch in the title and abstracts

The above rules are as per the international standards of patents. Patent files present in the form of xml records
should be compliant with the above rules.

5

Challenges in Patent Testing

The challenges for patent testing are the characteristics such as volume, velocity, classifications, data security and
zero defects. Put together, COMPLEXITY - HIGH is the right term to define the challenge ahead of patent testing.


Volumes of data to be validated

As the huge volume of data that has to be validated stands as the primary challenge during patent testing, it calls for
scalable storage. Since the volume of data that is usually received is in Mega or Giga bytes, it is received through
FTP in a zipped format, periodically. The validation system should be capable of handling such huge volume with a
shorter processing time.


Velocity of the data validation with a short turnaround time

The volume of data that is received needs to be processed with a short turnaround time. To accomplish this
automation process is to be followed. The validation point includes, on time job completion and validation done
against the schemas. The velocity of the huge volume data validation should be fast as the patent data filed should be
published within a specified period of time to the millions of users.

Indium Software | www.indiumsoft.com
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Variety of Classification schemes that have to be rightly applied in validation

Patent files are broadly classified according to the patent application as New or Open or Registered or Granted and
as well sub categories within these. So, the right schemas to be selected for each patent will fall in any of the above
categories. Further, the schema gets updated over a period of time, due to the additions in the new tags found during
validations. This is the crucial process where it needs a complete automation system to rightly apply the respective
schemas for validation.


Data protection

Patent information is crucial to the inventor before it gets published in the database. Any data leakage results in loss
of revenue and loss of business to the inventor. The validation process to be done in a highly secured environment
and a stringent process followed for testing.


Zero Defect leakage into production

As elaborated earlier, the missed defects make the patent information to be hidden from the filtered data search
which results in loss of revenue. New patent filed for the invention will not be visible to the users which results in
loss of business. We have to follow a test strategy which overcomes the above challenges.

6

Patent Data Validation System – Existing Process

Presently, the validation process is done by a semi-automated process using xml based tools and manual verification.
The patent data files received are first checked for the volume received. Then the secured data is extracted in the xml
files are manually fed in to the system for validation. Grouping of patent records based on their categorization is first
done by automation. The schemas are then manually selected and applied to the tool by selecting the relevant codes
developed for various business rules. Validations are performed and results are stored in a worksheet. The results are
then consolidated and finally verified and delivered through a secured process.

Figure (i) – Patent Data Validation System - Existing

In the first step of the existing process, the data received is downloaded from the ftp site and the files are checked for
the volume received. Usually they are in Gigabytes and the volume is ensured before classification. Then the patent

Indium Software | www.indiumsoft.com
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files are grouped together for their categorized classifications. This is a time consuming manual process which needs
high concentration.
In the second step, the classification patent files are categorized using an xml based tool. The schemas are selected
manually and parsed for their compliance. Once it is done, the required code for the applicable business rule is
loaded in the eclipse environment with the necessary files. The tests are run and the results are stored in a worksheet.
In a similar way all the business rules are validated in the patent xml files and the results are consolidated in a format
which has pointers to the defects in the patent records.

6.1

Disadvantages

In the above process, validations are done using a semi-automated process; Manual effort is needed for selection of
appropriate schemas for the categorized patents. This is a time consuming process where time becomes a crucial
factor when the patent data files are to be validated on an everyday basis manually and deliver the results due its
high volume. Feasibility of checking the errors manually turns out to be the biggest challenge due to high number of
patent records. The patent testing framework evolved handles the challenges and overcomes the disadvantages of the
existing system.

7

Patent Data Validation Framework – New
The above constraints are overcome in our validation strategy, which focuses on volume of data, speed,
classification, data security and defect leakage. End to end automation is involved which helps in consistent and
faster validation life cycle. This patent data validation process is driven by a validation framework is an
automated solution which takes care of the end to end validation process.

Figure (ii) – Patent Data Validation System - New
For effective patent data validation, a streamlined process was established. The three phases of the cycle are:
Phase I: Grouping and Categorization
Phase II: Code Selection

Indium Software | www.indiumsoft.com
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Phase III: Validation & Reporting

7.1

Phase I – Grouping and Categorization

The patent data received in volumes which are usually in the range of giga bytes. The standard size of the received
xml files is normally in multiples of hundreds or thousands. These data files are in a compressed format and are
checked for the volume of data received.
There are several classification of patents with different schemas namely New, Registered, Open also Plant, Utility,
Technology patents. Each category has a well-defined schema with some characteristics. The xml files are
categorized for various types for parsing with their respective schemas. These various classification schemas are
maintained in a centralized repository and updated till date to be in par with the latest versions.
The major activities that happens in this phase are as follows:
1.

Grouping by type – New / Open / Registered
Plant / Utility / Technology

2.

Automated DTD Selection & Grouping

3.

DTD Repository update

7.1.1

Advantages over the existing process



Fully Automated



Pro-active monitoring and updates of DTD based on WIPO



30% faster



Handles the challenge - Variety

7.2

Phase II – Code Selection

The core of the system has been developed in Java, which guarantees its portability and facilitates the use of objectoriented development technologies. The multitude of existing classification of patents specialized, a homogenous
system built on a common framework that can run on any system that supports Java.
A patent testing framework should have the following basic attributes/components:


Centralized Data Type Definition repository to capture and keep all relevant patent related information



Support for multiple customizable taxonomies for patent organization across different classifications



Maintenance and updating of DTD according to the different classifications



A universal and enforceable patents reviewing methodology



Document management and control



Security and role based permissions to protect sensitive information

The Framework for Patent Testing will make way for reliable, regularized, flawless electronic information of the
filed patents. This patent data validation process is driven by a validation framework is an automated solution which
takes care of the end to end validation process.
The highlights of the activities during this phase :
•

Requirement / Business Rule Analysis

•

Code Development / Code Selection

•

Update to BR Function Library

Indium Software | www.indiumsoft.com
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7.2.1

Framework Components

1. Data files
The patent data files are received in a data secured format and checked for the volume received, The framework has
the ability to take as input, xml based records and automatically pick XML content based on defined schemas.
2.

Schema Repository

All patent files will fall under a specific category of patent have a schema associated. Each category of patent has a
predefined schema. Each xml document type will require a corresponding level (e.g., high, medium, light) of
editorial review and granularity (e.g., generic, granular) of tagging. Additionally, each document type will have an
associated XML schema that will direct the data conversion requirements. These categories of schema are updated
based on the updates from the patent offices and versions are maintained based on the classifications.
3.

Business Rules

Requirement comes in the form of business rules which are incorporated in to the test scripts. They are created as
reusable a function which gets added to the function library. The framework is built in such a way that different
categories in patent applications and the utility model are thoroughly validated.

Figure (ii) – Business Rules Validation
4.

Parser

All patent xml records are validated for the compliance with the schemas. This is done using automation where the
xml records are fed with their associated DTD. The code is developed to fetch the individual xml records and DTD
and validate to give out the compliance report. XML files are parsed for obtaining the tagged structures which forms
the basis for validating for any new tag structures not present in the schemas. Basically this is also done in an eclipse
environment.

Indium Software | www.indiumsoft.com
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5.

Test Runner

Test scripts written for validating the business rules are run using the test runner which validates and generates
reports. The defects arising out of the xml files are verified manually for confirmation as even a single defect is a
monetary attribute in this validation. For manual verification, XML based tools are used.
6.

Function Library

Reusable functions for business rules are updated regularly with the changes in rules so that it is always in a ready
to deploy mode to take up the high volume data. The solution will automatically test the e-converted output and
review XML content to ensure schema compliance and accuracy of tagging with a shorter turnaround time which is
the need of the industry.

7.2.2

Advantages over the existing process



Automated selection of code



End-to-End validation



Reusability



20 % faster processing



Handles the challenge - Velocity

Phase III – Validation & Reporting

7.3

The results which are obtained from the test runner are updated in the test management tool (QC). Defects are logged
and linked as observed. Further from the test runner, where the defective xml records are listed out with their codes
which act as pointers are added to defect sheet. The test procedure reports are prepared for each of the business rules
and defect reports are consolidated with details.
Test Execution -> Report Generation –> Test Reporting
The reviewed results are verified and delivered successfully. Throughout the process the data security is maintained
and the only authorized testers are involved in the data validations. High end configuration systems are utilized to
enable faster processing.

7.3.1

8

Advantages



Reports with pointers to the defects in xml files



Reporting via QC



100% automated



Handles the challenge – Volume & Velocity

Implementation

We have successfully implemented and testing using this framework which has a demonstrated advantage over the
existing process. Received files have xml records in multiples of hundreds or thousands; the testing is performed
chronologically and the results are updated in the test management tool directly. The volume of data is validated for
the required business rules as requested by the client.

Indium Software | www.indiumsoft.com
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In the case of everyday patent files, they are broadly classified into open (patent applications before grant) and
registered (after grant) patents and utility models. Wherein the open patent/utility/design indicates that the
application is submitted in the patent office and is undergoing various procedures in the patent office. Each of these
patents have their own schemas associated with them. The schemas are selected and applied automatically in the
framework.
The registered patent/utility/design indicates that the application has undergone publication and examination and is
proceeding to the grant. For example, the open patent applications are further subdivided into Open Patent-DOC,
Open PCT-Patent-DOC, Open Patent-New-DOC, Open Patent-CAF-DOC and Open PCT-Patent-CAF-DOC.
Likewise the open utility, open Design, registered Patent, registered Utility and registered Design are classified
accordingly.
Using Automation tool the title and abstract of all the files are retrieved and upon running the tool successfully those
files with mismatch are separated. Further the identified mismatches are manually compared and the results are
tabulated and uploaded after passing the QA. This strategy greatly reduces the time as well as improves the accuracy
of testing. Constant updating of the framework simplifies the process and makes the testing and validation simpler.


The patent data received is checked for the volume of XML records received.



XML records are grouped according to the categories of standard patents.



DTD/Schema for the categorized patents are selected from the Schema repository.



XML records and DTD are fed into the eclipse environment and parsed.



Business requirement analyzed and appropriate code from the Library is selected. If not available the new rule is
developed and customized and added to the library.



Using the test runner, the scripts are run with the xml records and results stored in a sheet.



Results mark the defective records with pointers.



Defects logged directly into the test management tool.



Consolidated results are reviewed and delivered.



Schema repository maintained and periodically updated

8.1.1

The Difference

Requirement: 1 package with 35000 files / 5 Business rules validation
Key Levers

Patent Validation framework

Existing process

Automated categorization

Manual categorization

Test results

Test results in QC

Test results manual consolidation

Time taken

4 days

6 days

Categorization

9

Metrics

From our patent testing practice we collect metrics based on the patent business rule validations. Some metrics
collected are defects based on the title abstract mismatches, new tags found, Input file Quality index and test
coverage.

Indium Software | www.indiumsoft.com
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Title Abstract Mismatches

Mismatches in Title and Abstract listed out as

Using our framework
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

27
14

23

defects

29

25

13



Abstract brings out the novelty of the
invention



Crucial in the search results



Average title mismatches identified : grows
from 13 to 26



Figure (iii) – Defects: Title Abstract mismatches





XML tagging structure of the patent should
comply with the DTD; If not the new tag

15

appears is logged as defect.

10

New Tags Reported
Using our framework

Continuous Process Improvement - Helps

5

in improving the quality of the DTD which
gets updated periodically based on the new

0

3

4

9

12

13

12

tags.

Figure (iv) – New Tags Reported

Quality Index
75

71

70
65

66

63

62

60

72

Using our framework

60



Quality index of the Input file received for
testing



Quality Index – Baseline – 60%



Improved with the reported new tags



Helps in Continual process improvement

55
50

Oct'12 Nov'12 Dec'12 Jan'13 Feb'13 Mar'13

Figure (v) – Quality Index

Test Coverage
100
95
90
85
80
75

97
87

Using
99 our
98framework
97

84



Coverage of Testing for Requirements
Always above 95%



Improved test coverage using framework



~5% deviation due to errors in input files

Indium Software | www.indiumsoft.com
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Figure (vi) – Test Coverage

10 Benefits
The table gives a snapshot of the benefits using the patent validation framework -

Key Improvement
Areas

Delivery Cycle

With
Framework

Attributes

•

Reduced by
30%

•

Test Execution
Phase

Clarifications &
Reporting

•

Faster by 20%

•

Faster by 40%

•
Defect Detection

Increased by
25%

•

Benefits

Streamlined automated
process
Ensures high quality
service delivery

•

Automated, Re-usable
Framework Execute
automated tests

•

Usage of test
management tool
Clarifications thru IM
chats

•

Automated selection of
Category
40% of the total time spent
on QC checks

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

30-40%
Savings

Reduces the manual
effort and cost spent on
maintaining the test
artifacts

•

•

After

Continuous process
improvement
Ensures Velocity

*7–9
days

4–6
days

Reusable function
libraries
100% Test coverage
Handles large
volume of data

*4– 5
days

3–4
days

Immediate update of
test results
Ensures Data
protection

1.5 days
(12 hrs)

1 day
(8 hrs)

50 defects
/Qtr

63
defects /
Qtr

42%

30%

Traceability with the
source files with pointers
Improved defect catch
rate due to stringent
validation process
Helps to achieve Zero
Defect leakage

•

Testing ROI

Before

Maintenance of
Master Tags List
Library & DTD
database
Handles the Variety

11 Value Additions
The challenges for patent testing such as volume, velocity, classifications, data security and zero defects are
overcome using this framework.

Reliable

Faster

Secured

• DTD Repository

• End to End Automation

• Document management

• Results updating in QC

• Security & role based
permissions
• Customizable

using version control
tool

taxonomies for patent
classifications

Indium Software | www.indiumsoft.com
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12 Advantages
The solution has the ability to take, as input, xml based records and automatically pick XML content based on
defined schemas, pick code from the library and validate. It is an end to end automation framework designed to
overcome the flaws in the existing process.
•

Handles high volume data with a shorter TAT

•

Varied patent classifications

•

Data protection achieved – Highly secured environment

•

Zero defects – Reliable, Regularized, Flawless electronic data

•

Efficient results in a short span cycle

•

Increased productivity

•

Reliable, regularized, flawless electronic data for the patent database

•

Precise and reliable electronic data for the multi-disciplined users

•

Precise reliable data after validation can generate significant ROI through both revenue generation and cost
avoidance

•

Organized and best use of the patent rule set for validation

•

Technology usage and management in all five areas of the conceptual framework

•

Operational and strategic benefits

13 Key Takeaways
The following are the key takeaways of this paper


Structural Framework for validation



Test Strategy for a large information system with similar challenges



Use of Standardized techniques



Business value created by automation framework



Higher ROI
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16 Appendix

DTD
IPC

Document Type Definition
International Patent Classification code as defined by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) standard
ST.8

PAN
PNO

Patent Application Number assigned by a particular patent issuing authority to each patent application filed.
Publication (or Patent) Number assigned by a particular patent issuing authority to each patent document published.

XML

eXtensible Markup Language
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